
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On 21 October 2017 at the Scottish Parliament, the John Smith Centre presented a panel discussion at the 
Festival of Politics entitled “Heroes to Zeros – The Portrayal of People in Public Life”.  Chaired by David 
Dinsmore, the panel featured Humza Yousaf MSP, Paul Sinclair and Stella Creasy MP who gave the following 
keynote speech at the event. 
 
Stella Creasy MP: 
 
“I want to start today by thanking The John Smith Centre for asking me to speak. As someone inspired by 
him into public life, it is a real honour.  
 
I have been asked today to talk about growth in personality politics and celebritisation of public life - but I 
would argue that this is nothing new, it’s just that social media makes it easier to share the gossip.  
 
People said that the October revolution was all about Lenin’s ego, Caesar entered public life after feeling 
overly competitive with Alexander the Great and Richard Nixon brought down an entire presidency because 
he couldn’t stand not knowing what the other side were up to. 
  
Whether Hogarth, Voltaire, Thackeray, Trollope, Oscar Wilde or Dorothy Parker, those who take on the role 
of representative have never been immune from challenge. And rightly so. I’m not with Mencken quite on the 
literal idea of a dog and lamppost relationship for press and media, but independent scrutiny and 
accountability are vital components of democracy.  
 
But I also think we have to ask whether our contemporary political culture meets our political ambitions; 
whether it helps or hinders us in changing things.  In 335 BC Aristotle argued that ‘man is a political animal’ 
and that: “the main concern of politics is to engender a certain character in the citizens and to make them 
good and disposed to perform noble actions." 
  
In August 2016, Donald Trump tweeted: “One of the key problems today is that politics is such a disgrace. 
Good people don’t go into government.” 
 
I became an MP because I believe that somewhere in my community there is a kid who can cure cancer. 
Right now we live in an unequal world, so the chances of them doing that are much harder. Being an MP, 
being responsible for not just changing governments but changing lives, means changing those odds. 
Because then we all benefit from the outcomes. You may think that’s a long shot, but the community I 
represent - Walthamstow - has given you two ply loo roll, the iPad, Harry Kane and Brian Harvey. So don’t 
tell me we haven’t got more talent to unlock that will continue to improve your life.  
 
In the seven years I’ve been an MP I’ve been asked to go on Have I Got News For You, Celebrity First Dates 
and if I’d do several reality TV shows about MPs living in the real world. 
  
I’ve received so many death threats and rape threats I’ve lost count, had to have panic alarms installed in my 
home and office, given countless statements to the police about those who have sought to cause harm to 
me or my family - who experience bullying for simply sharing the same surname as me. My mother would 
like me to make it very clear she doesn’t share the same views at all on many issues. And I am just a 
backbench MP. What has happened to my colleague Dianne Abbott is simply inexcusable.  
  
I’m not here to ask for your sympathy - I chose to fight for this job - or your pity. I’m honoured to do what I do 
and have no intention of standing down or trying to be the indie DJ which was the other career I had in mind. 
But I am here to ask for your help to change this – for all our sakes.  
  



Throughout generations, politicians were able to laugh at themselves too without this interfering with their 
capacity for Aristotle's ‘noble actions’. 

One of my Walthamstow predecessors, Clement Attlee, was the architect of the 1945 Labour Government 
which gave us noble ideas like the NHS, NATO and National Insurance. Famously, Churchill and Attlee are 
supposed to have found themselves in the men’s room of Parliament. Churchill is supposed to have moved 
as far as possible from Attlee among the stalls. “Feeling standoffish, Winston” Attlee is supposed to have 
said. “No. “Frightened,” Churchill is supposed to have replied: “Whenever you see something large you try to 
nationalize it.” 

Attlee’s and indeed Churchill’s generation faced crises to which only big government could provide the 
answers - we needed an NHS to deal with the infectious diseases of TB, pneumonia, measles. We needed 
NATO to be able to stand against soviet expansion post World War Two. National Insurance to give us shared 
protection against illness and poverty. 
 
Today we have jumpers older than the internet in our cupboards, conflicts around the world that hit us on our 
local streets and inboxes in an instant, and jobs that won’t exist by the time children in schools have learned 
to spell them. 
 
Bluntly people have always enjoyed laughing at the characters of public life, and indeed never trusted them. 
I was elected in 2010, post the expenses crisis, and still people ask me when I’m in a pub whether the tax 
payer is buying. 
 
But now they don’t think that even if we could be trusted, that we can do anything because it’s all too difficult. 
And they are angry. And it’s that anger today I want to say is holding us all back from the new politics that 
modernity needs. 

A good illustration of this has been the past 48 hours. On Thursday we held a debate in parliament in a 
committee on a proposal the SNP disagreed with. Both the volume and violence of the response online is 
now part and parcel of our national debates - this is not about whether the policy was right, but the aggression 
with which it has become normalized to respond.  

 ‘stupid woman’  
‘clown’ 
 ‘cow’  
‘twisted bitch I hope you get your karma’ 
 ‘literally go crawl back under a rock you neoliberal slime’ 

This kind of abuse is not just from other political parties. Then I spoke out to say my colleague’s use of the 
phrase ‘on your knees bitch’ was not ok.  

‘Nice femsplain, darling’ 
‘Feminists always got to make shit about women’ 
‘Ha haaa. Have you got a screw loose or something? Get a life. #snowflake’ 
‘I think it's very telling that @stellacreasy is the only MP who shares a name with the "wife beater" lager’ 
‘Men don't chat you up, I'm guessing. Bitter much? Oh, I'm a female btw before you start...again.’ 
‘cant u keep your big mouth shut EVER u silly bitch’ 
‘Deselection awaits’ 
 
When I speak to young campaigners they often tell me that they see what happens to us and think it’s not for 
them - that putting their heads above the parapet is just too big an ask in this snarling pit of hate.  
 
When people say to me ‘just ignore it’ and ‘don’t feed the trolls’ I ask how much of this should we soak up on 
the false premise that will make it stop - that those who seek to bully, control and dominate others won’t 
simply find someone else to do it too. That asking us to find ways to cope rather than for them to stop – on 
or offline - is the wrong end of the telescope.  
 
Jo Cox was a good friend and someone we miss every day. Do I think what happened to her will be the last 
time one of my colleagues is targeted – or their families? No. I fear unless something lances this boil many 
more will be silenced, intimidated and possibly injured.  

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23snowflake
https://twitter.com/stellacreasy/


I don’t see that being answered by the social media companies or the police alone. And it’s not about the 
online world. The anger and approach to politics these messages reflect radiates all meetings and 
discussions now - and I’m sure Humza and Paul can share the abuse they get too and how it is tailored to 
them as a person.   

It is about understanding the sense of powerlessness that is feeding that anger and what can address it head 
on. About how our politics and political activism has become nothing more than a poor version of an old firm 
game.  

Red team vs Blue team- or yellow team. Chants, scarves, shouting from the terrace, trying to psyche out the 
opposition.  

To my mind this anger is fed because our political culture, when faced with complex problems like climate 
change, terrorism, enduring poverty, global markets, has tried to fudge a response. That has created an 
opening for a simple populist formula to get into office – an approach that ultimately betrays.  

 Find a grievance - modernity, inequality, austerity. 

 Identify a villain – immigrants, Tories, welfare claimants.  

 Offer salvation - build a wall, Brexit, a personality cult. At conference I saw a t shirt, which I’m pretty 
sure was not sanctioned by the Labour leadership, with a picture of Jeremy saying ‘prophet not profit’  

Salvation is not an answer – it’s a mythical way out of the pain and back to control for believers. But it is also 
a simplistic idea that in a world of complexity cuts through. It’s why conspiracy theories are so popular - from 
the idea that your vote will be cancelled if you use a pencil in the polling station, to the “mainstream media” 
and the idea the BBC is biased, to the international Zionist plan. It’s comforting if there is a plan behind things 
- just look at Brexit- rather than it being a mess that’s going to require a lot of effort and sacrifice to fix.  

For all the talk of a new politics, of challenging elites, of disruption, this is also a very elitist way to do politics. 
It’s about a small number of people having all the answers and taking all the actions. That if politics is now 
just a bad version of football, then only a few star players are on the pitch whilst the rest are reduced to the 
audience unable to change the outcome except by their screams.  

If we want this to change the first thing each of us need to do is stand up to the culture, commentary and 
politicians who offer easy problems and easy answers - and hold to account those who continue to practice 
it. Change isn’t easy - but it is possible. When robots are taking more jobs than Romanians, Nigel Farage 
isn’t entertainment or an opinion - he’s stopping us finding the real answer to automation by distracting us 
with his bile about immigration.  
 
But secondly fixing the perceived problems in politics isn’t to my mind about who stands for election or writes 
for Novaramedia. It goes to something very simple and big- renewing our shared sense of purpose and the 
possibility of politics to actually change things. And specifically purpose before process. 
 
I respect that I am standing here in the Scottish Parliament and I’m a passionate campaigner for electoral 
reform and devolution. But no tinkering with our institutional system of decision making is going to help 
address this fundamental gap between the public and political change.  
 
We’ve got to come out of the debating chamber and out into the community. In Germany the parliament says 
‘for the people’- in Westminster we call you a stranger if you visit. Our role is no longer to be the elite - either 
making all the decisions or finding all the villains. One way to start this change could be to give politicians an 
actual job description. This would help the public understand what we could - and could not – do. 
 
From the woman who wrote to me to ask her to help get a refund on a pair of shoes the wrong colour she’d 
bought from a shop in Walthamstow, to the person who angrily facebooked me because she couldn’t use a 
credit card in a cab in Walthamstow, to the father who came to me with his son’s million pound contract for 
coding for a major company and public speaking award certificate to ask what he should do with him next.  
 
And if we do give politicians a job description, it should be a very different one to the notion of representation.  
 



I call Walthamstow God’s own country - it’s got a bit of everything. In a community that diverse, representation 
is impossible – and exclusive. My role is to find ways to provide a platform for all of them to be heard in a 
way that works for them - to be an advocate for their contribution to solving the problems of society, rather 
than forcing them into the systems that all too often don’t work for them.  
 
The job of the advocate is more than a customer complaints desk. Those kids I talked about at the start need 
someone helping build an eco-system of people equally invested in helping them unlock their potential - not 
just teachers, or parents, but youth workers who can build their confidence, local businesses offering them 
their first taste of industries they are interested in, connections across the country and the world to help 
ensure they learn about new ideas, new thinking, new challenges.  
 
Advocacy requires less control from the centre and more collaboration. It’s also the only way to tap into the 
resources we need to deal with these complicated and fast moving challenges that evolve before our eyes.  
 

 You can’t solve climate change from Westminster or Holyrood alone - each of us will have to live a 
different lifestyle to get us within the 2 degrees target.  

 We won’t stop those who spread extremist propaganda from killing people without community led 
intelligence and a grassroots counter narrative about the nature of contemporary life 

 With most of us likely to live with long term health conditions- mental and physical- the evidence 
shows its only when other patients and family members are involved in treatment that you get the 
best outcomes. The diabetics who help each other manage their sugar, the drug addicts whose 
families support them to stay clean.  

 
I may work in a place that looks like Hogwarts gone wrong, but I didn’t get given a magic wand on the first 
day, so pretending otherwise is faking sainthood with my clay feet showing. I refuse to cede the idea that just 
because I recognize something is complex, it can’t be changed – the real radicalism is being prepared to 
stick at something and put the graft in to make that happen. To win the argument and engage, not indulge, 
the public.  
 
Building the capacity of my community, of our country, means not trying to force them into outdated 
institutions, but instead helping the public speak for themselves and work with each other. It requires more 
deliberative and participative processes not just of democracy, but design of services and community 
resources. A wiki rather than a Westminster.  
 
Complicated? Maybe. But certainly possible and indeed the only way we can deliver a better world to the 
next generation.  
 
But who wants to work with other people, if all you see of them is that anger? If all collaboration looks like 
conflict? If all they are told is an elite has the power and it’s about toppling them? This is about more than 
can you be friends with a Tory. It’s about who we empower to be a changemaker. You may as well vote for 
Trump or Brexit if the world looks frightening and life is hard- what could get worse and at least then you’ve 
done something?  
 
When I speak to those kids in schools I tell them their lives are not going to be the same as their Mum’s and 
Dad’s. That’s either scary or exciting. My job is to help them make it the latter - and actually it’s all our jobs if 
we want to increase the odds they will do great things for our world.  
 
The anger now dominating our political culture isn’t just putting people like me under pressure, its putting off 
the general public from getting involved themselves in achieving change. In seeing themselves as capable 
of noble acts not just with their votes, but with their own voices and energy.  
 
According to social media, everyone is now a Marxist - so let me finish with my favourite insight from Gramsci: 
“The crisis consists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new cannot be born; in this interregnum 
a great variety of morbid symptoms appear”. 
  
The interregnum is undoubtedly dangerous and difficult - but it is not the new. Populism will continue to drag 
us all down unless we are prepared to change what we think of as politics and create the new people power. 
If we want to deal with monsters, we need to build the new. I look forward to your thoughts on how.”  
 

Stella Creasy MP, 21 October 2017 


